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Welcome

to the Australian Gliding Museum

Newsletter Number 26. Good progress
continues in all areas, and enthusiasm also
continues to build, as evidenced by over sixty
members and friends attending the Annual
General Meeting and Open Day at Bacchus
Marsh on Sunday 30th October, 2011. The day
went well, with the Opening of the Dave
Darbyshire Glider Restoration Workshop and
installing a plaque acknowledging the donation
of the hangar by Phil Prapulenis and Diane
Davey. The well-attended sausage sizzle and
burger barbeque followed. Once again the
weather hindered the planned flying program,
however this was atoned by five flights being
made in the Slingsby T31b on Tuesday. The
following President's report will bring you up to
date with progress.
We continue to have good support for the
working bees at Ferntree Gully on
Wednesdays and Fridays, and Bacchus Marsh
on Tuesdays, however more volunteers are
needed so if interested we can offer you lots of
interest, lots of fun but not lots of salary!
Also in this issue we have:

Reports from the Museum’s 12th
Annual General Meeting




Graeme Barton’s Museum news


A look at the Salamandra replica
being built by Ray Ash

David Goldsmith’s rundown on the
Museum Open Day and Vintage Glider
Rally, adapted from Vintage Times.

Geoff Hearn details the collection
and history of the ES-59 Arrow VH-GNH.

NEWSLETTER NOTES
November 3, 2011

From Graeme Barton

Membership Changes.
Since our last Newsletter, the following
new members have joined our ranks:
Harry Richards of Bayswater.
Ian Burston of Lara.
Kevin McGowan of Strathmore.
John Styles of Mornington.
David Wilson of Surrey Hills
Eric Darbyshire from Canterbury
Chris Adda from Prahran
Paul Spooner from Lara
Welcome to you all.
Unfortunately, Harold Elliott of Rosanna recently
passed away. Also sadly we have to report that
Garth Hudson has passed away.
Community Heritage Grant Award.
The Museum has been awarded a further grant
of $3,740 under the Community Heritage Grant
program to continue its work on archiving of
gliding records. This program, which is funded by
the Commonwealth Government, is managed by
the National Library of Australia with support
provided by the Department of Communications,
Information Technology and the Arts, the National
Archives of Australia, the National Film and
Sound Archive, and the National Museum of
Australia.
Application was made for funding to cover the
cost of a computer, associated software and a
scanner to digitise the Museum’s large collection
of photographs. This project is being managed by
Bernard Duckworth and any member interested in
becoming involved in the project should contact
Bernard.
Workshop Happenings.
Since the last Newsletter, work at the Ferntree
Gully workshop has been concentrated on
restoration of the Grunau Baby 2 (formerly VHGLC), the Cherokee fuselage, and building up an
ES52 Kookaburra from badly damaged
components.

Photo John Ingram
Australian Gliding Museum Annual General
Meeting
Restoration of the Cherokee Fuselage

Work has just been commenced on
recovering of the wings and tailplane of the
Grunau. The wings required considerable work
to restore as one of the wings became home to
a hive of bees in more recent years. It was
obvious that honey and glue is not a good
combination and, in addition to glue
deterioration, some of the timber in the wing
had deteriorated badly.
Work on the fuselage was delayed for some
time as the chief fuselage worker, Doug Cole,
had a hip replacement during this period.
Fortunately Doug is now well on the way to full
recovery from his operation and is back
working hard on the fuselage on a regular
basis.
The Cherokee VH-GVO fuselage is also
close to the stage of recovering. Frank Tippl
has been working solidly on this project under
the supervision of Alan Patching.
The ES52 non flying exhibit is being worked
on by Bob Wyatt and Chris Saunders. This has
proven to be a challenging project. The
fuselage used in the project had deteriorated
badly requiring extensive rebuilding. In order to
overcome the problems of storing a one piece
wing, with which Kookaburras were fitted when
manufactured, it was decided to make a three
piece wing, with the most suitable sections
available selected for the project. After
overcoming many difficulties, the wing is now
well advanced with final adjustments being
made before relocation of the aircraft to the
Bacchus Marsh workshop.

AUSTRALIAN GLIDING MUSEUM

AGM and OPEN DAY
30TH OCTOBER, 2011
Bacchus Marsh
The Australian Gliding Museum Annual
General Meeting and Open Day was arranged for
Sunday 30th October, 2011 at Bacchus Marsh, to
coincide with a Vintage Gliders Australia Rally
held over the four days including the Melbourne
Cup holiday on Tuesday. If the weather was
suitable on the day, flying would be available in
the Museum's open cockpit Slingsby T31B.
Combining the two events very much suited long
distance attendees such as John Pollnitz and
John Ingram, both from the Adelaide area. They
arrived on the Friday evening, and John Pollnitz
revealed that he had a particular interest in the
Museum. It turned out that he had repaired the
Museum's T31b in 1961 after it was badly
damaged in an accident in Western Australia. It
was further damaged when being transported in
an RAAF Dakota to Adelaide, some wing ribs
being sacrificed during loading and unloading.
John's major repair, including design adaption
brought on by a shortage of plans, has stood the
two-seater in good stead over the following fifty
years. John presented to the museum the
original receipt he received when buying the T31b
wreckage for 120 pounds.

Bob Wyatt works on the Skylark 4, beside
the recently arrived ES59 Arrow wing and
trailer. All are now located in the Dave
Darbyshire workshop
Bob Wyatt has also been spending one day a
week working on the Skylark 4 at Bacchus
Marsh, where its trailer has also been
undergoing refurbishment.

John Pollnitz, Dave Goldsmith and John Ingram

Unfortunately the weekend weather was not
suitable for flying, however Monday and
Tuesday saw an improvement and many flights
were made. On Saturday members and visitors
were kept busy as final preparations for the
open day were made, and the help of members
and visitors was much appreciated. Of course,
plenty of time was available for socialising,
culminating in an evening barbeque, with Chef
John Mackley in charge, assisted by Jill, Kaye,
Jennifer and Jenne. A magnificent three course
dinner was enjoyed by all.
On Sunday the Australian Gliding Museum's
Open Day was held in the Bruce Brockhoff
Annexe. The weather was perfect – but only
inside the Annexe - and soon a large crowd
had gathered. Over sixty members and friends
of the Museum took their seats for the eleven
am start, and the enthusiasm and support for
the Museum was evident. The unique line-up of
diverse gliders, exhibition of winches and
appropriate memorabilia looked great. John
Parncutt recorded proceedings on video and
set up the PA system.

At the Annual General Meeting all committee
members were re-elected, and an informal
discussion and information session gave added
insight to the museum's future plans. Also
members were requested to remember the
museum when items become surplus, donations
are possible, or a will is considered.
Following the Museum AGM we all moved to the
new hangar next door for it's opening ceremony.
This hangar, at Locksley, was donated by Diane
Davey and Phil Prapulenis . It had been
disassembled and brought to Bacchus Marsh by
members, and was re-erected by a contractor. A
concrete floor was installed, and it is to be used
primarily as a workshop and paintshop.

A part of the crowd at the naming ceremony

Australian Gliding Museum AGM 2011
Photo by Bob Hickman

Australian Gliding Museum
Open Day Lunchbreak

The GFA kindly assisted by sharing with the
Museum the cost of re-erection. It was named the
“Dave Darbyshire Glider Restoration Workshop”
in the presence of Russell Darbyshire and other
family members. Dave was a foundation
Committee member and supporter, and he was
very active in Museum activities until his death
some years ago. During an active business life,
Dave started Aviaquip Pty Ltd., and Russell and
family continue the support and assistance begun
by Dave. A letter from Mavis, in appreciation of
the museum's recognition of Dave's support, was
read out by Russell.

Russell Darbyshire responds for his family
Photo Bob Hickman

A plaque thanking Diane and Phil for
donating the hangar was also unveiled.

Mal Alexander soared the T31b
Enjoying a social lunch
Next on the agenda was the Sausage Sizzle
and Burger lunch, enjoyed by almost eighty
hungry people. Last minute arrangements were
made to get in more supplies. Sincere thanks
to Ian “Moose” Cowie, Alma Cowie, Ann Birch
and all the Museum volunteers for a great job!
When the list was opened for flights in the
Museum's T31b, volunteers were hard to find –
perhaps due to the visibility deteriorating to
about 500 metres in rain at that exact time!
Sunday evening dinner was held at the
wonderful “Back to Bacchus” restaurant, with
an excellent menu and social occasion enjoyed
by 18 members and friends.
The Vintage Rally began in earnest next
morning, Monday, with a light south westerly
breeze and six vintage gliders ready to fly.
Geelong Club's K13 GPZ had seven flights,
including one of 34 minutes by Rosie Howse
and Dave Goldsmith. The Vintage Gliders
Australia K4, IKK, had four flights including one
of 45 minutes by Brian Amey and Alan
Patching. Greg O'Sullivan had 28 minutes in
his all-metal HP-14V. David Howse had 3
flights in Boomerang “Yellow Bird” GQO, the
longest being 33 minutes. The longest singleseater flight award was presented to Bob
Hickman, for 40 minutes in Boomerang GQY,
one of four GQY flights. The longest two seater
flight was awarded to Diane Davey and Jenne
Goldsmith for 46 minutes in K13 GPY. GPY did
3 flights on the day.
Monday night's casserole was produced by the
local members, followed up with a birthday
cake and ice-cream to celebrate John Pollnitz's
birthday the previous day – he nearly got away
with keeping it a secret but all enjoyed the
occasion.

Tuesday the soaring continued and a few light
afternoon showers caused slight interruption. Nine
vintage gliders took to the sky, some using the
Geelong winch, and getting launches reaching
about 2,000 ft AGL.
The Museum's Slingsby T31b VH-GDB, made
five flights before being tucked away as
rainshowers approached. It had made quite an
impression, attracting two new members.
Greg O'Sullivan had a flight in his HP-14V.
K13 GPY had two solo flights by Jenne
Goldsmith.
K13 GPZ made two training flights with Peter
Hoffman and instructor Wayne Mackley.
ES-65 Platypus VH-GFA, also made two flights,
with Leigh and Sue Snell.
Boomerang GQY had flights by Bob Hickman
and Neil Hardiman.
Standard Austria VH-GUN had it's first flight in
eleven years, and Ian Patching proved it really is
a Top Gun with the award for the longest flight, 55
minutes. Well done!
The Beaufort Gliding Club's unique Zephyrus
showed there is plenty of life in the old girl as
Chris Thorpe and Jim Henkel got the longest flight
award in a two-seater, with 31 minutes.
Some had missed out on a flight in the Museum
T31 so more flights were had on 3rd of December.
Again it caused quite a bit of interest, especially
when Mal Alexander gained 1,600 feet in a
thermal above the airfield!
The Museum Open Day and the VGA Rally had
worked well together to overcome the two days of
bad weather. There was lots of enthusiasm and
interest, and all agreed that the events were well
worthwhile and much enjoyed. Thanks to all
those who attended and to the many who assisted
with running the events.

President’s Report
Twelfth Annual General Meeting
Held on October 30, 2011
David Goldsmith
On the occasion of the first anniversary of my
tenure as President, it gives me great pleasure
to report to members on the significant
progress that continues to be achieved towards
the establishment of the Australian Gliding
Museum.
Bruce Brockhoff Annexe: Progress
continues to be made on improvement of
storage facilities within the hangar and most of
the Museum’s collection of aircraft and
archives are now located there. Further
progress was made on the connection of the
electricity supply and stairs to the mezzanine
floor and safety rail have been installed.
Weekly working bees have been held and
volunteers are again thanked for their
assistance.

Dave Darbyshire workshop under construction
Additional Storage and Workshop Facility
Following delays in the obtaining of a building
permit, this building, which had been relocated
from Locksley, was re-erected during the year.
Financing of the project was mainly obtained
from the sale of one of the Museum’s Taylor
Glider replicas to the National Museum of
Australia and also assistance received from the
Gliding Federation of Australia on a dollar for
dollar basis.
Point Cook: No progress has been made
during the past year in our attempts to gain
approval for the allocation of an area of land
adjoining the RAAF Museum for the erection of
the proposed Duigan Aviation Heritage Centre
(of which the Australian Gliding Museum is
proposed to form part). A further application
has again been rejected by the Defence
Department. A Point Cook Community

Consultative Forum has been established and
representatives of the Museum are attending
quarterly meetings of this Forum.
Other Areas of Progress During the Year:
The AGM has continued to make steady progress
towards the achievement of its objectives in the
following areas:

Skylark 4 restoration and the ES49b arrival
Photo Bob Hickman
Refurbishment program. The AGM’s major
refurbishment program has continued throughout
the year, with most of the work being carried out
at our Ferntree Gully workshop facility
supplemented by other work at members’ homes.
All of this work is being done on a volunteer basis.
During the year under review some 2,900
hours have been expended by member
volunteers on refurbishment and related projects,
bringing the cumulative hours to date to
approximately 29,000 hours. Over the period
covered by these hours, volunteers have worked
on refurbishment of 19 gliders in addition to
building three Taylor Glider replicas.
In addition, during the year workshop
volunteers recovered the wings and tailplane of a
syndicate owned ES49 Wallaby to raise much
needed funding for the Museum.
The workshop has continued to operate on a
2 days a week basis during the period under
review and we continue to have good attendance
of volunteers on a regular basis.
Lack of access to a suitable spray painting
facility has continued to be a major impediment to
our achievements but plans are being developed
for the establishment of the required facility in the
Museum’s new workshop at Bacchus Marsh
which will overcome this problem.
In addition to the refurbishment program at
Ferntree Gully, some work has been done at
Bacchus Marsh to refurbish the Skylark 4.
We must again record our appreciation of
the keen band of volunteer workers who are
bringing our refurbishment projects to fruition.

Acquisition of aircraft and memorabilia.
During the year, the Australian Junior Gliding
Club donated their Blanik and the Dunstable
Kestrel formerly operated in Western Australia
was also donated to the Museum. Museum
members transported this aircraft and the
previously donated Grunau Baby 2 back to
Bacchus Marsh from Western Australia and
another member transported the Schneider
Arrow from Queensland to Bacchus Marsh.
Currently we have 35 different types
of historic gliders in our collection, inclusive of
the Taylor Glider, a number of which we have
more than one example.
We continue to receive more
significant donations of memorabilia.
Financing of refurbishment program.
The total amount spent on refurbishment
projects during the year was $16,400 (of which
$12,000 was for workshop rental) bringing the
total cumulative expenditure to $125,900.
Financing of this year’s work was almost
entirely dependent on donations from
supporters of the Museum, and during the year
cash donations totalling $17,000 were
received. We are very indebted to these
supporters for their assistance. In particular,
Aviaquip Holdings Pty Ltd warrants special
mention again for their continuing outstanding
support of the Museum.

Archiving project. Progress continues to
be made on the storage of the Museum’s
archives which is being carried out in
conformity with National Archives policies,
policies that are reflected in the Preservation
Survey previously completed for the Museum.
Most of the archives are now stored at the
special archive facility erected inside the Bruce
Brockhoff Annexe. A project for the digitization
of our photographic collection is under way.

In addition, progress continues to be made
on the recording of oral histories and further
progress is being made on improvements to the
Museum’s website.
Membership of Aviation Museums Special
Interest Group. An Aviation Museums Special
Interest Group has been formed within the
Museums Australia organisation. The AGM has
been accepted as a member and the first meeting
of this group was held at the meeting rooms of the
Royal Victorian Aero Club on the weekend of
October 3 and 4, 2010.
Newsletter. Two issues of the Newsletter
were published during the year.
Museum Membership. As at June 30,
2011, we had 142 financial members, an increase
of 3 for the year.
Office bearers. Following the retirement of
Alan Patching from the position of President at
last year’s annual general meeting, I was elected
President and Bernard Duckworth filled the
position on Committee vacated by me.
Accordingly office bearers for the year were
as follows:
President –David Goldsmith.
Vice President – Bruce Hearn.
Secretary – Graeme Barton.
Treasurer – Jim Barton
Other Office Bearers – John Ashford, Bernard
Duckworth and Chris Saunders.
In recognition of Alan’s outstanding
contribution to the Museum, Committee
elected him an Honorary Vice President at its
meeting on December 7, 2010.
As reported in previous years’ annual
reports, we continue to enjoy very widespread
support from the gliding community and from
others who are not directly involved in gliding. In
particular, I wish to again record the ongoing
support we receive from Russell Darbyshire and
his organisation, Aviaquip. Assistance from the
Gliding Federation of Australia is much
appreciated. Also, the cooperation we receive
from the proprietor of the Ferntree Gully
Bridgestone Tyre Service, Russell Hutton, is
greatly appreciated. Finally, thank you to all our
members for your continued support.
TREASURER'S REPORT. The Treasurer's
report was delivered by Jim Barton. The financial
affairs continue under tight control, with the major
expense being the rental of the Ferntree Gully
workshop, and this year the erection of the
Workshop at Bacchus Marsh. We greatly
appreciate the support provided by Russell
Darbyshire and family of Aviaquip Pty Ltd., the
Gliding Federation of Australia to erect the
workshop, and all those who assist with
donations.

Bacchus Trip - AGM of the AGM
November 2011
By John Ingram
The Brockhoff Annexe is... impressive.
A number of glider fuselages are lined up like
sardines, with their respective wings on a
mezzanine section. I can see that when the
paint booth is set up most fuses and wings will
be back to their original colours and finish. A
massive amount of work has already been
done, with exceptional workmanship: yes, I did
look at the detail. Wouldn't it be nice to have an
area under cover to display these aircraft; Point
Cook would be a logical choice?
The new workshop is taking good shape.
As meetings go the Museum's AGM
was uneventful. The barbeque was well run,
and patronised: well done.
The T31B is a little squeezey: the
cushions had to go. Flying the T31B was an
experience, probably because of the weather;
to me the controls were 'twitchy'. I noticed
when Alan was landing the control column was
gyrating much more than I would have used.
Maybe also due to the small wingspan and
very light aircraft weight. No lift found us back
on the ground in 4 minutes, from 1,300 feet: I
only saw the red pips in the Cosim go up.

Photo John Ingram
What took my eye? The different
methods (and structures) to join, and hold the
wings together, and onto the fuse. What struck
me are that there are three main methods
among the older gliders: a one piece wing like
the Kookaburra and Arrow; a second method is
like the Grunau where both wings can have
their main pins put in, with the wing-tips on the
ground, then the wing strut is finally attached;
and the third is like the Boomerang where both
wing spars are joined together with two sturdy
pins. Not until the 'plastics' came, the wing
spars interlocked to the 'other' wing, like the
Grob 103. (If I remember, the Libelle has one
pin through both wing spars.)

THE FIRST TEN YEARS

By Alan Patching
When asked to write something about the first
ten years of our museum I found myself
wondering what would I cover, especially as
Graeme is doing the history, and then the
comment that many make ‘what a lot you all have
achieved’ came to mind. Yes we have achieved a
lot, and it has only happened because so many
have been working together to create our
museum.
I make no apology for leaving out many names
because it is impossible to acknowledge everyones efforts, and no matter how small or large
their input has been, each and every one has
contributed to bringing the museum to its present
situation. We have two hangars with over 40
gliders, two active restoration groups of workers,
and an archival facility.
Thankfully a small group of likeminded people
came together to save our gliding heritage, which
was slowly being destroyed. John Ashford and I,
when taking the ‘Golden Eagle’ to the IVSM 2000
at Elmira, USA, also visited 13 aviation museums,
spending time with the curators and owners. We
came to the firm decision that for a museum to be
successful it must be an active one and fly the
exhibits, unless there is a large amount of finance
available such as is the case for the Smithsonian
in the USA.
We had hardly started when Bill Riley offered us
his large collection of gliders with the only proviso
that we restore as many as possible to an
airworthy status. On visiting the hangar at

Tocumwal we found an ‘Aladdin’s cave’ with
many gliders, some wrecks, planks of spruce,
sheets of plywood along with a collection of
Riley cars and many electrical appliances from
Bill’s early times. Naturally we cleaned up the
hangar during the removal of anything usable
by the museum.
Gathering gliders became almost a
profession for Ian and Geoff who no doubt
could write a book on their many journeys
around Australia, as could Jenne and David on
getting the Grunau over from W.A. Our policy
so far has been to accept any glider offered to
us by generous donors. We now have some
very significant gliders including two of the
only three Dunstable Kestrels left in the world,
’Altair’ the only 18m Australian designed and
built glider, Schweitzer TG-3 imported by Fred
Hoinville, the first Grunau Baby built in
Australia by the Schneiders, along with other
examples of Grunaus, and the ES-50 –an
example of a glider specified by a committee
(GFA). Harry Schneider went on to design and
produce the very successful short wing
Kookaburra. There are many other homebuilt
and factory produced gliders in the collection.
Housing these gliders has depended upon
the generosity of gliding clubs, owners of
sheds, a new building which the owner
intended to use for building yachts, and we rearranged the printing works of Geoff Noll to
store the Riley collection.
Just as we were reaching a storage crisis
Bruce Brockhoff made a generous donation for
the building of a storage and restoration facility
on land owned by the three gliding clubs at
Bacchus Marsh. During the opening we were
also able to display our airworthy T-31 from the
Riley collection. This glider was generously
painted for the museum by members of the
Wimmera Soaring Club, Horsham, who had
been previous owners. Since then Dianne
Davey and Phil Prapulenis have donated a
hangar no longer required by them at Locksley,
and it has been moved to Bacchus Marsh. The
story of the moving is best left untold. The
hangar has been erected and will become a
workshop housing a painting facility. In the
formative years we received considerable
support from the late Dave Darbyshire
(AVIAQUIP and SAAA), both physical and
financial which thankfully has been continued
by his son Russell.
Restoration is being done at Ferntree Gully in
what was the storage basement for Peter
Barton’s tyre outlet. He offered a corner and
we gradually cleared out ‘unwanted’ items until
we had full use of the whole area and

thankfully the new owner Russell (not Darbyshire)
is agreeable to continue this arrangement for a
reasonable rent. A small but willing band of
workers spend Wednesday and Friday of each
week repairing and restoring gliders along with
associated projects such as the ‘Great Escape’.
This project is headed by Vern Rosenfeldt who
realized that glider pilots receive little or no
training in how to escape from a glider in an
emergency, so he has restored a cockpit with the
help of the Museum for pilot escape training.
Three years before the 100th celebration of
heavier-than-air flight in Australia we decided to
build three replicas of the George Taylor gliderone originally planned to fly, one to display and
this is currently on loan to the Moorabbin Aircraft
Museum, and the third to sell to another museum.
Following lengthy negotiations by Graeme Barton
a satisfactory sale was made to the National
Museum, Canberra. The glider is currently in
storage after having been on display in the foyer
of the museum for a year or so.
During the planning for the Brockhoff facility it
was decided to build a dust free insulated interior
room in which to house some of our archival
material, especially drawings, magazines, and
scale models. This room also contains a rather
complex copying machine bought using a grant,
which enables an item to be scanned and copied
without removal of the photograph, drawing, book
or journal from the museum. The walls are
decorated with original paintings that have been
donated along with various plaques, awards, etc.
Three showcases located outside the room
contain numerous significant items such as the
first VHF radio used in Victoria and other early
instruments, etc. A team works each Tuesday at
Bacchus Marsh storing gliders, cataloging and
archiving, restoring, repairing and establishing the
workshop in the new hangar. The provision of
electrical power to the building, which involved
digging a long trench, was all done by a group
headed by John Ashford, also another story.
I expect the next 10 years to be as exciting and
busy as the first because at present we are in a
‘Yes Minister’ situation since we have buildings,
gliders, membership of Museums Australia, Tax
deductability for donations, but we do not have a
museum open to the public. Funding will be
needed in order to provide the necessary extra
items that are required for public access. This is
essential for our continued existence since an
income is needed to cover our fixed costs, such
as insurance, rental, power, etc. which of course
are continuing to increase. However our band of
volunteers is growing and we receive
considerable financial support from members, so
the outlook for our future is promising.

Building the Salamandra

By Ray Ash
The Salamandra was designed in
Poland in 1936 by Waclaw Czerwinski, one of
Poland’s leading designers, as an early solo
machine capable of Silver “C” performance.
With a gliding angle of about 16 to 1 it was
comparable to the Grunau Baby but with a
lighter wing loading.
My decision to build it was for a
couple of reasons, firstly I had accumulated
over the years a moderate amount of plywood,
aircraft grade timber, instruments, sheet metal
etc. which I was keen to use up and secondly, I
had been confined to the home somewhat as
my wife’s health had deteriorated to the extent
that she needed my full time care. Building the
Salamandra allowed me to use up my supply of
material while staying close to my wife to fulfill
her needs.
Why the Salamandra? Firstly it
appeared to be a simple design and
consequently simple to build ( How wrong did
this turn out to be ) and secondly I had always
felt that there was a place for the low wing
loaded glider for local soaring.
I had corresponded irregularly with
Chris Wills over the years and asked him if he
knew if plans were available, and while he had
no knowledge himself he referred me to
Zbigniew Jesierski a Polish member of the
Vintage Glider Club.

I duly wrote to him, but after several
months of no reply, I had given up hope of
receiving an answer, but nearly a year later a
package arrived with a compact disk enclosed
and a note of apology for the delay. It appears
that it had taken this long to transpose the plans
on to the CD. I am only moderately competent at
using a computer and the CD called for
knowledge of the Auto Cad system to access the
drawings, so I had hit a brick wall.
Luckily my grand daughter’s husband, a
naval electronics engineer came to the rescue
and found a system on the internet that I could
use. For an apparently simple design the number
of drawings totaled 820 and there were quite a lot
of details missing, so I would estimate a complete
set would number close to 1000. There was a full
sized drawing for every piece of wood and gusset
in the construction no matter how small and to
make matters more interesting all the instructions
were in the Polish language of course, of which I
had no knowledge

The basic construction of all wooden
gliders is very similar so common sense prevailed
and I experienced few problems in their
interpretation.
To date construction is well advanced
with the fuselage and tail surfaces complete
except for minor details that can’t be finished until
the wings are attached, the port wing is finished
and the starboard wing approximately 50%
complete.
While the materials I had went a long
way towards its construction I was a bit concerned
at obtaining first class timber for the main spars. I
was using Douglas Fir as the prime material and
about the time that I had the need to construct the
spars, I came across an advertisement for aircraft
quality Douglas Fir in the Aviation Trader
magazine. Enquiries of this source resulted in
some beautiful fine grained timber finished to
accurate dimensions which made the construction
of the spars much simpler than I had anticipated.

IT REQUIRED A FAIR DRAW OF THE BOW
FOR THIS ARROW’S LATEST JOURNEY

I was influenced in the choice of
adhesives by my Ultralight friends who had
used the American T88 epoxy in building their
aircraft. I had previously used Epiglu in building
my J3 Kitten Ultralight over 20 years ago but
decided to switch to the T88 for the
Salamandra. It has a wide temperature range
and the ratio of epoxy to catalyst is a simple
1:1 and has proved an excellent choice.
As well as building the Salamandra I
have just finished covering the wings of our K7
and the wings of my K8, unfortunately having
to do it entirely on my own as no one else was
interested in helping. (Try turning a K7 wing
over on your own). I am also in the process of
restoring a Kingfisher which hopefully will fly
again some day.
All this has only been possible since
my dear wife passed away earlier this year,
and at 84 years of age I wonder how much
longer can I keep this up - hopefully long
enough to finish the Salamandra!
***********************

Old Mates Week at Benalla
12th to 16th March, 2012

Glider flying and socialising, Annual
Dinner, Mystery Bus Tour, and plenty of
FUN! Dinner bookings essential!

Contact Jim Barton on 9309 4412

BY GEOFF HEARN

Early in April 2011 I was approached by David
Goldsmith, Australian Gliding Museum President,
who asked would I be interested in a trip to
Queensland to collect an Arrow airframe which
had been donated to the Museum.
There was some urgency in making the trip as
the donor was in the process of selling his
property, with the possibility that we only had
limited time to collect the airframe.
My problem was that I had various commitments
which counted me out until at least the end of
April. Contact was kept with the donor and we
finally agreed that I would commence the journey
during the first days of May.
During the consultation period for picking up the
airframe I was approached with the request,
would I be prepared to deliver an enclosed trailer,
recently purchased by interests in Southern
Queensland. This made the trip more viable as I
could deliver this trailer on the outbound journey
and return with the donated glider. This ‘lining up
of the stars’ does not generally occur, so it was
welcomed that I could satisfy two parties in a most
productive manner.
My next consideration was, who would I take to
share the driving duties. I offered my wife and
son a holiday in Queensland of approximately one
week in duration, however as the departure date
came closer they pulled out and I was confronted
with the same problem as my last trip to collect
two gliders from Gulgong, New South Wales, this
was going to be a one man deal. This didn’t faze
me as I would consider only travelling by day and
considered two days would be ample to reach my
destination.
As things panned out my departure date for
places in sunny Queensland started on Thursday

28th April, 2011. My intention was to drive from
my home in the eastern suburbs of Melbourne,
cross town to Bacchus Marsh where I would
hitch up the enclosed trailer and then proceed
on my intended trip.
My arrival at Bacchus Marsh had me itching
to go around 9.00am however we all know
things conspire for delay and this was going to
be no different. A gremlin in the wiring on the
trailer took some four hours to rectify so around
1.00pm I finally found myself heading up the
Hume Highway. Seven pm saw me booking in
at a motel at Narrandera thereafter having an
evening meal and settling in for the night.
On Friday 29th I was up early and on the road
at 8.00am. My arrival at Goondiwindi that night
around 7.30pm resulted in excess of 900 km
travelled for the day (not bad for a lone driver).
I think the key here is that it is important to
have a break every 2 hours or so, whether it be
a walk around to inspect your equipment, have
a meal break, or toilet stop, top up with fuel etc.
After a good night’s sleep at a motel situated in
the main street, it was again up early for an
8.00am departure for my destination of
Caboolture some 70 km north of Brisbane.
For this particular section of the trip, instead
of travelling through the Cunningham Gap and
traversing the southern suburbs of Brisbane
and the city region, I decided that because of
the length of the trailer it might be an easier
drive to go via Toowoomba and have divided
highway all the way from Toowoomba to
Brisbane before crossing the new bridge near
Brisbane Airport connecting with the main
northern highway on the way to Caboolture. It
was during this segment of the trip, being
approximately 50km before Toowoomba that
after a regular scan in the rear view mirror to
make sure that all was well behind, that my
attention was drawn to a major oscillation of
the driver’s side mudguard on the trailer. After
an immediate stop it was ascertained that a
welded-on bracket had dislodged, was about
to destroy the mudguard and possibly the tyre
and side panelling of the trailer had I gone any
further, After trying to jury-rig the mudguard,
which proved unsuccessful, I decided the best
course of action was to remove the mudguard
completely, thus allowing a proper fix at a later
date. This incident again reminded me that
one must keep a constant vigil of the mirrors
for any possible problem. It is worth noting that
I had a stop to check everything about an hour
beforehand and had not noticed anything
untoward.

My arrival at the Caboolture Airfield mid
Saturday afternoon found me making a phone call
to Barry McCarthy, one of the owners of the trailer
I was delivering. Barry advised that he would
travel to meet me a little later that afternoon.
Whilst killing some time I decided to have a look
around the airfield and try to make contact with
anyone I saw. This search proved fruitful when I
found Bert Perrson and ‘Speedy’ (Bernard
Gonsalves) at their hanger. Both are members of
Vintage Gliders Australia. After a good chin-wag
and observing the aircraft movements in progress,
which was an education in itself with the following
operations being conducted concurrently i.e. Warbird flights with a Mustang, general training in GA
aircraft, recreational aircraft, gliding operations
and parachute drops – all an eye opener for me.
When Barry McCarthy arrived we were able to
unhitch the trailer in the glider trailer area.
(Mission accomplished). The new owners now
have a mobile home for their K6 VH-GRS. At this
stage Barry asked about my plans for the evening
and an offer was made to me of a meal and
accommodation at Barry and Lyn’s place at
Woods Point some 25 km back towards Brisbane.
On Sunday 1st May Barry and Lyn had a number
of friends around for lunch and in addition I was
introduced to the other partner of the trailer,
Garrett Russell. Garrett had arrived back from
New Zealand the night before having attended a
major air show. On the Sunday morning he had
also taken up an offer to attend a Fly In/Air Show
at Toowoomba in a friends DH Chipmunk and
having done this still made it to Barry and Lyn’s
place for lunch. Talk about wall to wall aviation!
After thanking Barry and Lyn for their kind
hospitality it was back on the road to complete the
north bound destination of Wolvi via Gympie
some 170 km further north. Sunday evening saw
me arrive at the property of Ron and Diane
Geake.
The next couple of days were taken up in tying
up some loose ends with the glider and trailer plus
sitting out the incoming weather conditions which
were not conducive to towing a wooden glider on
an open trailer in wet and wild conditions. It was
during this waiting period that I became more
familiar with the type of operations Ron and
Dianne engaged in on their property and my
ignorance of lychee, which I had believed was the
staple diet of the martial arts world & was
completely blown away, we all live and learn.
Wednesday 4th May saw me leaving Wolvi after
thanking Ron and Dianne for their kind hospitality
of the previous 3 days. Ron had suggested that

perhaps the best way home would be initially to
continue to go north then travel via Kilkivan,
Goomeri, Murgon, Wondai, Kingaroy, Dalby,
Moonie, Goondiwindi then the Newell Highway
all the way home. Ron’s advice was that this
would be a little longer in distance but would
alleviate Brisbane and its suburbs and the
Cunningham Gap, the latter being a substantial
climb for my vehicle with the trailer/glider
combination.

4 feet before the glider fairing hit the tow bar. In
future I will be conscious that the chains should
be of minimum length between the vehicle and
attachment points on the trailer.
As you can imagine my senses had been
awakened after this incident and even more
vigilance was taken for the remainder of the trip.
Wednesday night saw me reach Moree where I
had a good night’s sleep in a motel.
Up early the next morning and I was on the road
again and after a marathon distance covering
approximately 800 km I reached Narrandera and
booked in at the same motel I had stayed at on
the outward journey.

About to leave Wolvi via Gympie, farewelled by
Ron and Dianne Geake and Bindy the dog
All was going like clockwork until all hell
broke loose whilst I was on the road between
Dalby and Moonie. Cruising along at 80 kph I
entered a dry flood way crossing which was
unsigned and unexpected. After coming out
the other side, the sound of grating and
extremely violent moves from behind had me
apply the brakes on the car. After coming to a
stop I sat there for a short time trying to gather
my thoughts. I then exited the car to see what
had caused all the commotion. It appeared
that the trailer hitch had become detached from
the tow ball on my car. I was now confronted
with the wing of the Arrow resting on the roof of
my car, the trailer draw bar was up under the
rear of the car and the fairing surrounding the
nose of the Arrow was hard up against the tow
bar. I then proceeded to re-attach the trailer
hitch to the tow ball. I had been extremely
lucky that only minor damage had been
sustained to my vehicle. There were two
lessons learnt from this incident, the first being
the hitch apparatus on the trailer was of an old
design and had developed slop in the system
allowing the unit to come off the tow ball (I
rigged a system to stop any further
disengagement which proved successful for
the rest of the journey home). The other
lesson learnt was the location of the safety
chain which was anchored approximately 2 feet
along the draw bar away from the hitch. This
scenario allowed the draw bar to travel
underneath the vehicle, in effect travelling up to

Friday morning I was up early again and on the
road towards home. A stop at Tocumwal to talk to
Mike Burns broke the journey and then it was
back on the road, soon crossing the border into
Victoria. I always feel that the journey is over
when coming back into Victoria, this must be
something to do with our excellent roads. Mid
afternoon I arrived at Bacchus March. It so
happened that the museum members were
working and my unexpected arrival created some
interest. After a short chin-wag we detached the
trailer with glider from my vehicle and parked the
Arrow in the Bruce Brockhoff restoration and
storage
facility.
Mission
accomplished,
approximately 4000 km over 9 days away, a most
memorable trip with a couple of lessons learnt.
Now that a few months have passed since the
journey and recovery from a medical issue not
related to the trip, I find myself planning my next
trip back to Queensland to pick up the remains of
an historically important airframe.
Many thanks must now be expressed to Ron
Geake for his gracious donation of this Schneider
built glider. Now a little information on the aircraft
itself.
Type ES59 Arrow
Serial No 62 out of a total 115 airframes
manufactured by E Schneider Ltd. Built at
Parafield Aerodrome, Adelaide, South Australia.
Serial Number 62 was the third of type made
from a production number of 9.
Owner details:
1st Owner Darling Downs Soaring,
Jondaryan, Queensland
2nd Owner D.B. Clarke, Mangerton,
New South Wales
3rd Owner Wollongong Gliding Club,
New South Wales
4th Owner Ronald C Geake, Wolvi via
Gympie, Queensland

VH-GNH was first flown by E Schneider Ltd
on the 10th August 1963 and subsequently flew
again on the 11th and 13th of August for a total
of 3 hours 45 minutes before being delivered to
the Darling Downs Soaring Club. Its first flight
with them was on 25th August 1963 when 6
flights were undertaken for a total flight time of
1 hour 4 minutes.
The following are extracts from the log book
giving a little history of its flying activities:GNH attended the Queensland State
Championships at Oakey, Queensland in April
1965 whereby a total flight time of 14 hours 37
minutes was achieved from 5 flights.
In 1967 GNH again attended the Queensland
State Championships held at Inverell and 5
flights were conducted for a total of 13 hours
31 minutes.
Other competitions were attended at
Warwick, Queensland (Easter Competition)
during March 1970 whereby a total flight time
of 9 hours 5 minutes was achieved from 3
launches.
During the course of ownership by the
Darling Downs Club from August 1963 until 26th
September 1970 a total of 1,475 hours, 49
minutes were accumulated from 2603
launches.
Under the following ownership of D.B. Clarke
and the Wollongong Gliding Club, here are a
number of log book extracts:
14th November 1970 a demonstration flight
was conducted at the Albion Park Airshow
totalling 15 minutes.
GNH then went back into competition mode
during the 21st – 30th December 1970
Christmas Competition at Cootamundra, some
17 hours were flown from 14 launches. Another
log book entry on the 29th December 1972
shows that D. Chessnor obtained his Silver C
at Wagga Wagga with a flight time of 5 hours
50 minutes.
1972 shows GNH at the New South Wales
State Championships at Forbes with a total
flight time recorded of 14 hours from 5
launches.
The 28th December 1973 log revealed that R.
Roots obtained his Silver C at the Wagga
Wagga Competitions with a flight time of 5
hours 21 minutes.

Many additional badge flights were successfully
carried out during early 1975.
Transfer of ownership to R. Geake took place on
15th June 1988, total hours to then were 2,654
hours 35 minutes from 4,530 launches. One flight
was conducted at Alice Springs on the 30th
September 1988 for a flight time of 2 hours. GNH
then went with Ron to Gympie on 20th June 1992.
1994 saw the 30 year inspection completed and
the airframe re-fabricated with Stits D104 and
repainted.
Total time to 29th May 1999 was 2,702 hours 53
minutes from 4,569 launches. GNH was last flown
on 29th May 1999 and has been in storage since
then until kindly donated to the Australian Gliding
Museum in May 2011 by Ron at his property in
Wolvi.
Some additional general information on the ES
59 Arrow is as follows. The Arrow is a general
purpose cross country sailplane designed by
Harry Schneider for the Gliding Federation of
Australia. Date of first flight of the prototype was
14th April 1962.
Technical data:
Wingspan
13.24 m.
Area
11.0 m 2
Dihedral
¾° mid 12% outer
Aero twist root / tip
3½°
Construction single
span
wooden
cantilever with leading edge torsion box. 50%
fabric covered ribs spaced 0.2 m.
Overall length
6.8 m.
GEOFF HEARN

POSTSCRIPT
Not one to rest on his laurels, Geoff made a return
trip to Gympie in October 2011 to collect the
remains of the ES-49B “Kangaroo” (below) also
from Ron Geake. Maybe Geoff will tell us more in
the next issue of the Museum Newsletter!

Sylvia Sharman tries out the Northrop Primary
for size

John Buchanan assists Bernard Duckworth to
build a box for concreting the door tracks on
the Dave Darbyshire workshop.

Keith Nolan and Bernard Duckworth work on
installing the water pressure pump

Famed Belgian glider historian Francis Humblet
was impressed when he visited the Australian
Gliding Museum in December. Among other
achievements, Francis has detailed lists of gliders
built around the world.

HUNTER VALLEY GLIDING CLUB
EASTER RALLY
Everyone had such a good time last Easter
that we will be holding a similar event again.
Jim Barton with Ellis Walker, who kindly
donated a collection of aircraft quality timber.
Late News: We regret to advise that Ellis
passed away on 21st January, 2012.

Friday 6th April to Monday 9th April, 2012
Prizes for best wooden glider, best outlanding etc
More details to come closer to the date.
Contact:- MORGAN SANDERCOCK

morgan@sandercock.com

John Robert (Bob) Muller
By Peter Killmier

1952. Was involved in organising Australia's first
participation in a World Gliding Championships.
(Spain).
1953. Relocated to Geelong for employment
reasons. Re-activated the Geelong Gliding Club
that earlier had faded out about 1935. Was the
club's then first President and instructor.
1954-1957 Secretary of the Gliding Federation of
Australia. In this position he set up many of the
structures that were to be the foundation for future
GFA operations and procedures.
1956. Awarded Life Membership of the Geelong
Gliding Club.

Bob Muller as Australian Team Manager at the
1965 World Gliding Championships at South
Cerney, UK

A journalist by profession, Bob served in the
RAAF during WW2 as a Squadron Navigating
Officer, bombing leader and Group
Armaments Officer with the rank of Flt. Lt. In
this role he flew about 1000 hrs., largely in
Beauforts in the northern Queensland/New
Guinea area of operations.
Post WW2 he returned to journalism and later
into professional public relations, as a PR
company director until retirement.
On his death in 1986, Australian Gliding
stated that he was "one of a small number of
people whose contribution to gliding has had a
real and lasting impact"
That impact is still being felt.
1949. Joined the Adelaide Soaring Club
(ASC).
1950. Soloed in the Munn Falcon at Gawler.
1950. Organised an approach to the
Commonwealth Government for a subsidy for
gliding. This subsidy was vital to the
establishment of clubs in Australia.

1957. Moved to Adelaide for employment
reasons.
Elected to Adelaide Soaring Club Committee
and appointed instructor.
1958. With Ron Adair, was responsible for
bringing to fruition, proposal to establish an
Instructor & Ground Engineer Central Training
School (NGS). The school was launched at
Gawler in 1958.
1958-1960. President Adelaide Soaring Club.
1959-61. Joint Convenor NGS Organising
Committee.
c.1960. Wrote the first draft of what was to
become the GFA Manual of Standard Procedures
(MOSP).
1960-68. South Australian Gliding Association
GFA Vice President
1960. GFA Executive Vice President.
1961-1964. Australian Gliding magazine
committee as Convenor. In 1961 organised the
restarting of the magazine under the auspices of
GFA after it had ceased publication as a private
venture in 1960.
1961-1967. International Team Selection
Committee (ITSC), with a period as Convenor.

1950. Moved to Sydney for employment
reasons and joined the Hinkler Soaring Club.

1963-1966 Convenor, GFA International Team
Organising Committee (ITOC)

1951. Completed Silver C.

1963. Manager Australian World Competition
Team (Argentina).

1951. Shared with Bob Krick, the aero tow of
a Grunau Baby 2 from Bankstown to
Toowoomba, the longest aero tow in Australia
to that time.
1952 Initiated and was the first Editor of the
national gliding magazine, Australian Gliding.
1951/52 Competed in the first Australian
National Decentralised Gliding Competitions for
which he drafted the rules.

1964. Completed Gold C and a Diamond for
Distance.
1965. Manager Australian World Competition
Team. (UK)
1967. GFA Executive Vice President.
1968-1981. GFA Finance Committee. Convenor
1968-1974.

1969. Awarded Life Membership of the
Adelaide Soaring Club.
1971-1974. President, Gliding Federation of
Australia. In this role he oversaw the securing,
planning, organisation and operation of the first
World Gliding Championships to be held in
Australia. (Waikerie 1974).
1972. Technical Liason Officer.
1975 Recipient of the GFA W.P.Iggulden
Award

Compiled by Peter Killmier, January 2008.
This CV does not include a detailed record of the
extensive contribution he made specifically to the
Adelaide Soaring Club or the Geelong Gliding
Club
References:
Australian Gliding, Sept. 1962
Australian Gliding Year Book 1982/1983
Australian Gliding Sept. 1989

1975-1976 GFA Immediate Past President.

Australian Gliding Year Book 1990/1991

1976-1985. Australian Gliding Magazine
Committee, many years of which as Convenor,
contributor and as backup Editor when usual
Editor absent.

Adelaide Soaring Club History Group Archive

1976-1980. GFA Competitions Coordinating
Committee (CCC).
1976-1985. GFA International Team
Organising Committee (ITOC).
1975-1977 GFA International Team Selection
Committee (ITSC)
1976 Manager, Australian World Competition
Team (Finland). It was at this competition that
Australia won its first World Championship
(Ingo Renner).
1977. Recipient of the Paul Tissandier
Diploma awarded by the Federation
Aeronautique Internationale (FAI). The award
was presented at the opening ceremony of the
71st. FAI General Congress in Santiago on
21st. October 1978.
1978. Manager Australian World Competition
Team (France).

Personal knowledge and association of the
compiler.
Photo: ASC Archive, reference A228.
Editor: The Australian Gliding Museum Inc. was
awarded the J.R. Muller Award for outstanding
promotion of the sport of gliding in 2010
*************************

The Australian Kites
BY RAY ASH
The Australian designed Kite was built as
a joint venture by Martin Warner and Alan
Campbell around 1936. In the early 1930s
Campbell was studying Engineering at Sydney
University and had come to an understanding with
Warner that when he had completed his studies,
they would co operate in the design and
construction of a sailplane.

1982 Sports Committee.
1982 Awarded GFA Life Membership.
Bob Muller died in July 1986.
SOME NOTABLE ACHIEVMENTS
Started the Australian Gliding magazine and
later re-established it.
Arranged for the transfer of the FAI certificate
issuing authority from the Aero Club
Federation, to the GFA.
With the late Ron Adair, implemented and
organised the National Gliding School.
Established a sound basis for financing our
World Competition participation.
Wrote the first draft of the Manual of Standard
Procedures.

Kite 1 at Kiama
It is not clear what each individual's input
into the project was but it is believed that
Campbell was responsible for the basic concept
and design outline, the engineering and stress
analysis and is thought to have made the metal
fittings. Warners contribution was the detail
design of the components including testing to
destruction of many of them and as the skilled
artisan, the actual building of the aircraft.

The pod and boom design of the
fuselage was apparently prompted by
Kronfelds Austria but here the similarity ended
as the Austria was at the time the worlds
largest glider and the Kite was close to being
the smallest.

kingposts to the bottom of the rear kingpost
completed the construction. This was all enclosed
in a very light timber and fabric nacelle with an
open cockpit.
The rudder was triangular with a distinct
pointed top and had a small aerodynamic balance
forward of the hinge line
The original tailplane was an all flying
pendulum type but this was changed to a
conventional tailplane and elevator at a later date.
The front of the tailplane was held by a turnbuckle
which allowed it to be ground adjustable.
The gliding angle was probably only about
one in sixteen or so and the empty weight was
240lbs (109Kg): The aircraft was built out of
selected 'Douglas Fir' timber.

Kite 1 under construction in 1936
No plans exist, or were ever drawn for
the aircraft and any that were drawn were done
in chalk by Warner on his garage floor. In the
mid 1950s the late Leo Diekman was so taken
by the Kite that he took numerous
measurements and sketches of it with the
intention of one day building a copy, and these
are the only records still in existence, thankfully
in this writer's possession. Sadly Leo died
before he realised his ambition.
The wing was of cantilever construction,
approximately 38 feet (11.58 m) span and in
three pieces for ease of transport. The centre
section was parallel in plan 16 feet (4.8 m) long
and 4 feet 6 inches (135 cm) chord and utilised
the then popular Gottingen 535 profile. The
outer tapered portions were each 10 feet 9
inches (3.2 m) long and carried the ailerons.
The wings were bolted together by external
fittings that protruded into the airstream above
and below the wing using nuts and bolts in
tension. A single pin at a light rear spar took
the drag loads. The leading edge was covered
with only 1 mm plywood to take the torsional
loads.
The fuselage, as mentioned earlier, was
of pod and boom construction, similar to a
primary training glider except that it had two
upright kingposts instead of the usual one,
diverging at an angle of about 30 degrees to
one another to meet up with the wing
attachment fittings. The plywood boom started
as a 16 inch (400 mm) square section attached
at the front between the kingposts, then
changing to a triangular shape with the apex
downwards after exiting from the nacelle. The
boom rested on a single rear kingpost with a
small bulkhead inside the boom that joined up
to the rear spar attachment of the wing. Twin
diagonal bracing from the top of the twin

At about this time, a number of like minded
people had been attending lectures at Sydney
University given by Professor Tom Leech who
was trying to establish an Aeronautical
Engineering course at the University. Among
these were Dr George Heydon, Steve Newbiggin
and Harry Ryan as well as Warner and Campbell
who would all later form the Sydney Soaring Club
The Kite was designed specifically for slope
soaring as thermal soaring was still an unknown
quantity and they set about searching for a suitable
site to fly the aircraft. A site at Stanwell Tops about
30 Km south of Sydney called Bald Hill had been
used with some success at times but it overlooked
the Pacific Ocean and the only landing place was on
a small adjacent beach usually occupied by
bathers. This was considered unsatisfactory and
after some searching, another site was located
eventually some 130kms south of Sydney at Kiama
called Mt Pleasant. The hill utilised both north-east
and south-east winds and was several kilometres in
from the sea and overlooked open farmland
suitable for outlandings.
The glider, which was test flown in
December 1936, proved very successful making
many soaring flights from the Kiama and other
sites. Dr Heydon was so pleased with the Kite's
performance that he commissioned Warner to build

him one for his own personal use. This Warner
did during 1937 and except for some minor
cosmetic changes, Kite 2 was identical to Kite 1.
The changes were a more rounded nose to the
nacelle and a flatter landing skid as the rounder
skid on Kite 1 tended to make it rock fore and aft
on take off and landing. The other most
significant change was to use aircraft grade
spruce in its construction instead of Douglas Fir,
saving approximately 201bs (9 kg) and bringing
the empty weight down to 2201bs (100 kg). The
cost of materials was 30 Pounds.

The Sydney Soaring Club operated both
Kites for several years until Dr Heydon imported a
Slingsby Gull 1 from England in 1939. Kite 1 was
then sold to a Dr Tiersch, a member of the
Waikerie Club of South Australia. Unfortunately
for the good doctor it was the early days of the
second World War and being a German
national he was not allowed to fly, so he sold it
to the Waikerie Club for 120 pounds payable
after the war. Warner was known to have been
slightly concerned about the Kite going to a
strong thermal area like Waikerie owing to its
light construction, but it served the club well for
many years without incident.
Unfortunately in October 1944 while
being flown by an experienced pilot, it was
observed at an estimated height of 10,000 feet
under the base of a large cloud. When the aircraft
failed to return, a search party was organised,
but it was not until the next day that the
wreckage was found with the pilot deceased.
Investigation indicated that the spars in both
wings had failed simultaneously under negative
load and the assumption was that the pilot had
probably lost control after being inadvertently
drawn up into the cloud.
Kite 2 stayed with the SSC until about
1947 when it was sold to Gilbert Miles who
operated it at Camden Airfield near Sydney for a
short time until it also was sold to the Waikerie
Club in 1948. In a letter to the writer a number of
years ago, Jock Barrett of the Waikerie Club,
praised the Kites highly particularly their handling

qualities and said that the club built a Grunau Baby
from a Slingsby kit and were so disappointed with it
compared to the Kite that they sold it shortly after
its completion.

Kite 2 stayed with the Waikerie Club for a
number of years until it was sold to the Alice Springs
Gliding Club in Central Australia around 1958, where
after a short time it was damaged beyond repair
when the hangar it was in collapsed on top of it
during a violent storm.
After building the Kites Warner completed
studies in aircraft maintenance and design and
ended up as the chief designer for de Havilland
Australia, where he was involved in the design and
construction of troop carrying gliders and the Drover
trimotor transport aircraft.
Alan Campbell left for England about 1938
where he helped in the purchase of Dr Heydons
Gull 1 and was employed by the Marconi Company
in radio and Radar design leading up to WW2. He
returned to Australia in 1940:
Some of the foregoing information came
from my brother Alan's book "Gliding In Australia "
first published in 1990 but unfortunately now out of
print and from an audio tape interview made by
him with Alan Campbell in the 1980s during
research for his book.

Ray Ash with Kite 2 at Camden –
Geoff Badgery is in the cockpit
*****************
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